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Abstract : It has been a while that narrative and storytelling turned to be the inevitable part of media. The narrative has so
many aspects and among those entire aspects, the fantasy genre is consciously challenging one as fantasy readers are used to
reading narratives like good versus evil plot. This paper will analyze the ASOIF TV series as a Meta narrative cultural
production that deconstructs the elements of a traditional narrative. This study will shade on a grand narrative perspective
from poststructuralism point of view. The theoretical framework is structuralism and post structuralism. Lyotard and Barthes
are two main poststructuralists and focus of the study. Lyotard grand narrative elements will analyze in this research study.
Fantasy genre generated a number of outstanding authors that explore innovative perspectives. Among all these leading
authors George R.R Martin is one of the best. George R. R. Martin’s Fantasy a Song of Ice and Fire picturized the brutal world
that seven kingdoms struggling for the power. Since 2011 this production has been followed and watched by millions of
audiences all around the world. The methodology is the textual analysis of selected scenes. Martin’s distinctive fantasy style
which makes it different from other fantasies, yet this shift does not negate how the previous fantasy writers represent the
mentioned concepts of war, and etc., but Martin’ fantasy and left the mature audiences full of uncertainty.
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